CASB, OFPP, OMB

9903.305

Description

Accounting treatment

(e) A contractor eliminates a segment that was operated for
the purpose of doing research for development of products
related to nuclear energy.

(e) The projects and expenses related to nuclear energy
projects have been terminated. No transfer of these projects
and no further work in this area is planned. This is an elimination of cost and not a change in cost accounting practice.
(f) The change in estimate (not in method) is not a change in
cost accounting practice. The contractor has not changed
the method or technique used to determine the estimate.
The methodology applied has indicated a change in the estimated life, and this is not a change in cost accounting practice.

(f) For a particular class of assets for which technological
changes have rarely affected asset lives, a contractor starts
with a 5-year average of historical lives to estimate future
lives. He then considers technological changes and likely
use. For the past several years the process resulted in an
estimated future life of 10 years for this class of assets. This
year a technological change leads to a prediction of a useful
life of 7 years for the assets acquired this year for the class
of assets.
(g) The marketing department of a segment has reported directly to the general manager of the segment. The costs of
the marketing department have been combined as part of
the segment’s G&A expense pool. The company reorganizes
and requires the marketing department to report directly to a
vice president at corporate headquarters.

9903.303 Effect of filing Disclosure
Statement.
(a) A disclosure of a cost accounting
practice by a contractor does not determine the allowability of particular
items of cost. Irrespective of the practices disclosed by a contractor, the
question of whether or not, or the extent to which, a specific element of
cost is allowed under a contract remains for consideration in each specific instance. Contractors are cautioned that the determination of the
allowability of cost items will remain a
responsibility of the contracting officers pursuant to the provisions of the
applicable procurement regulations.
(b) The individual Disclosure Statement may be used in audits of contracts or in negotiation of prices leading to contracts. The authority of the
audit agencies and the contracting officers is in no way abrogated by the material presented by the contractor in
his Disclosure Statement. Contractors
are cautioned that their disclosures
must be complete and accurate; the
practices disclosed may have a significant impact on ways in which contractors will be required to comply with
Cost Accounting Standards.
9903.304 Concurrent full and modified
coverage.
Contracts subject to full coverage
may be performed during a period in
which a previously awarded contract
subject to modified coverage is being
performed. Compliance with full cov-

(g) After the organization change in the company’s reporting
structure, the parties agree that the appropriate recognition
of the beneficial or causal relationship between the costs of
the marketing department and the segment is to continue to
combine these costs as part of the segment’s G&A expense
pool. Thus, the organizational change has not resulted in a
change in cost accounting practice.

erage may compel the use of cost accounting practices that are not required under modified coverage. Under
these circumstances the cost accounting practices applicable to contracts
subject to modified coverage need not
be changed. Any resulting differences
in practices between contracts subject
to full coverage and those subject to
modified coverage shall not constitute
a violation of 9904.401 and 9904.402. This
principle also applies to contracts subject to modified coverage being performed during a period in which a previously awarded contract subject to
full coverage is being performed.
9903.305

Materiality.

In determining whether amounts of
cost are material or immaterial, the
following criteria shall be considered
where appropriate; no one criterion is
necessarily determinative:
(a) The absolute dollar amount involved. The larger the dollar amount,
the more likely that it will be material.
(b) The amount of contract cost compared with the amount under consideration. The larger the proportion of the
amount under consideration to contract cost, the more likely it is to be
material.
(c) The relationship between a cost
item and a cost objective. Direct cost
items, especially if the amounts are
themselves part of a base for allocation
of indirect costs, will normally have
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